STYLISH PROTECTION
FOR YOUR PROPERTY

Habitat Plus
HABITAT PLUS
SCREENS™


Improve thermal comfort

Expand outdoor living spaces







Mitigate UV damage

Create daytime privacy

Protect against rain and sun


Reduce energy costs

STANDARD COLOUR

SILVER
For large project colour options, consult
with your Talius Authorized Dealer.
Over 1800 custom colour options are
available. Additional charges apply.

Talius’ Habitat Plus cable guided screen
system was specially designed for ease of
installation in any location.
Stainless-steel cables replace guide rails to guide the curtain
providing an ideal solution for mid to high-rise applications
or locations requiring a creative solution.
STYLISH & SOPHISTICATED
Talius’ exclusively engineered Habitat Plus system is hardly noticeable
when mounted. Made with stainless-steel components and exterior
rated fabrics, their high-end design blends perfectly with modern day
architecture and retrofits. They compliment any exterior while protecting
your property against overheating and high energy costs.

SUITS ANY LOCATION
The robust design and versatile mounting options of the Talius Habitat
Plus system allow for installation in the most challenging locations.
Designed specifically for mid to high-rise balconies, this system is capable
of withstanding strong winds. Mount them anywhere to provide rain, UV
protection, provide daytime privacy and optimize thermal comfort.

EASY TO OPERATE
Habitat Plus Screens™ are operated by motorized convenience with the
touch of a switch, or by remote control. For effortless operation, Talius
offers environmental sensors, timers and integration into automation
systems. For even greater convenience, connect to your Smart device for
operation from any location.

SYSTEM FEATURES:
9 Heavy-duty precision extruded
aluminum back beam and square
cover housing.
9 Heavy-duty roller tube support
bracket system and extruded
aluminum bottom bar
9 3/16” (4.78 mm) stainless steel
guide cable with a 1x19 strand
construction
9 Stainless-steel anchors,
attachments and self-aligning
bearing
9 Flexible anchoring system for
virtually any application
9 Removable internal assembly for
ease of installation and servicing
9 Self-aligning cable guides
9 Spring-loaded adjustable cable
tensioning system
9 Motorized operation
9 Optional environmental sensors,
timers or automation.
Fabrics:
Choose from the fabrics below for the exact
amount of shading desired.
Variety of colours
options except
where noted.

Openness
Factor

UV
Blockage

TuffScreen®
Black only

45%

55%

SunTex® 90

10%

90%

SunTex® 95

5%

95%

SheerWeave ®
4800 - Ebony only

1%

99%

Soltis Proof 502

0

100%

(upcharge applies)
(upcharge applies)

Toll Free 800.665.5550 

SAVE MONEY
& REDUCE

It is well known that solar heat gains through
windows contribute largely to the overheating of
interior spaces. Mounted on the exterior, Talius
Habitat Plus Screens are designed to absorb 55%
YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
to 99% of the sun’s heat and glare before it reaches
the window. Similar to sunglasses for your property,
they protect occupants against the harmful effects of UV rays and prevent
fading of furnishings and belongings while maintaining your view and privacy.
Energy savings achieved with Talius Habitat Plus Screens depend on many
variables such as building location, orientation, size, and glazing. On average,
however, they reduce room temperatures in summer by approximately 11°C
and the demand for cooling energy by approximately 40%. Even higher
energy savings can be achieved when combined with environmental sensors
and automation to block or capture solar gains at different times of day or in
different seasons. For example, in summer, program the screens to close when
the sun is in contact with the window to reduce the need for cooling energy. In
cooler months, program the screens to remain open during the day to capture
solar energy and reduce heating energy demand.

EXTERIOR
MOUNTED
HABITAT
SCREENS™

VS

block the sun’s
intense heat
before it enters
your home and
reduce cooling
energy demand.

INTERIOR
MOUNTED
WINDOW
TREATMENTS
let heat into your
home causing
solar heat gains
and increased
cooling energy
demand.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
WIDTH (A2)

HEIGHT (B1)

inches

Feet

Metre

inches

Feet

Metre

230

19’2”

5.84

168

14

4.26

Talius recommends installing a wind sensor for multi-story applications or windy areas.
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